Crane Data & Money Fund Intelligence

Crane Data publishes Money Fund Intelligence and provides competitive information on money market mutual funds. The news and statistics venture run by Peter Crane produces performance reports, indexes, analytics and a database on money market funds, cash investments and bond mutual funds.

Our flagship Money Fund Intelligence publication contains news, statistics and rankings on almost 1,000 money market mutual funds, and includes our benchmark Crane Money Fund Indexes.

Crane Data’s suite of money fund information products also includes: Money Fund Intelligence XLS, an Excel “complement” to MFI; Money Fund Intelligence Daily; Brokerage Sweep Intelligence; Money Fund Wisdom, a database query product which includes our Money Fund Portfolio Holdings and Money Fund Portfolio Laboratory transparency tool; and, Money Fund Intelligence International, our “offshore” money fund yields and statistics.

Money Fund Intelligence also produces Money Fund Symposium, the largest money market event in the world, and we provide consulting and custom research.

Visit www.cranedata.com or call 1-508-439-4419 for samples or for more information.

Crane Data’s Product Lineup

- Money Fund Intelligence - Monthly PDF newsletter ($500/yr)
  Contains money fund news, articles, performance, rankings and indexes.

- Money Fund Intelligence XLS - Excel “complement” to MFI ($1K/yr)
  More stats, performance, rankings, indexes, family rankings; includes MFI.

- Money Fund Intelligence Daily - Morning Excel file ($2K/yr)
  Contains yields, assets, maturities, and dividends, indexes and commentary.

- Money Fund Wisdom - Historical Database Query System ($4K/yr)
  Product suite for custom reporting, includes MFI, XLS, Daily, Port. Holdings.

- MFI International - Daily XLS on USD, Euro, Sterling ($2K/yr)
  Tracks “offshore” Dublin and Luxembourg money market funds. (MFI International is S3K with our “offshore” Portfolio Holdings collection.)

- Brokerage Sweep Intelligence - Weekly FDIC & CD report ($2K/yr)

- Money Fund Symposium ($750) & Money Fund University ($500)
  Annual money market fund conference & basic training on MMFs.

- Bond Fund Intelligence - New product tracking bond funds ($500).

- Bond Fund Intelligence XLS - Excel “complement” to BFI ($1K/yr)

- Bond Fund Symposium ($750) - Our newest event for F-I managers.

Crane Data Product News

- Bond Fund Portfolio Holdings Makes Its Debut. The latest addition to our Bond Fund Intelligence product suite launches this summer. Our BFI products track the bond fund marketplace with a focus on the conservative, ultra-short bond fund sector. Contact us for more information or for the latest issue of BFI and its spreadsheet “complement” BFI XLS.

- We’re Preparing an Upgrade to Our Money Fund Wisdom Database. Watch for a new version of our core database query system in late-2018.

- Money Fund Portfolio Laboratory, and “transparency” reports for our Money Fund Portfolio Holdings dataset. (Users may run country, issuer, and maturity reports.) Subscribers to our Money Fund Wisdom have access to the Holdings and to Crane Data’s entire database of money fund information. Wisdom licenses allow users to generate custom reports and include Crane Data’s entire product suite, including Money Fund Intelligence, MFI XLS, MFI Daily, Money Fund Portfolio Holdings, and the Crane Indexes.

- Crane Data Conference Lineup.